Russell B. Dow, J.D.
Private Account Portfolio Manager

Traditional Portfolio
Management. Now in Color.
Dear Client:
Despite the anxiety-causing reports that
occasionally emanate from Washington, if the
market holds its ground for the remainder of
the year, we will benefit from a double-digit
return. In fact, without a major hiccup, a market
gain of over 20% appears to be in the cards.
As impressive as those numbers are, large
annual returns are less rare than conventional
wisdom seems to hold. Since 1926 (when
reliable records were first kept) through 2012:


56% of the time, the market has risen +10%
or more in a single year;



For 36% of the time, the market has
catapulted ahead +20% or more.

In other words, on average, every other year
has tended to be a good year, and every third
year has tended to be an exceptional year.
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MARKET COMMENTARY

The problem, of course, is that some of the inbetweens can be like stepping on a ladder rung
only to find it missing. Even so, using the
Dow Jones Industrial Average as a proxy for
high-quality stocks that our clients tend to own,
stocks have doubled in value over the past
decade (through 12/31/12) and are up +500%
over the past 20 years.
Who would have guessed from reading the
news?
In short, even a “great” recession failed to upset
the normal alignment among financial asset
classes. As has been true historically: Stock
investors generally have earned the highest
returns; bond investors less; and holders of cash
have earned only nominal returns.
Therefore, the general statement that “those
who have allocated the largest portions of their
portfolios to stocks for the longest periods have
earned the highest returns” seems to be as valid
as ever.
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A Caveat: When Historical Returns Are
Poor Predictors of Future Returns

Even despite the
attractiveness of the highreturn-potential offered by
stocks as an asset class, many investors have
failed to participate in the gains. They either
have allocated their portfolios in a way that has
deprived them of gains (e.g., holding bonds or
cash); or they have invested in equities through
underperforming product intermediaries such
as mutual funds and variable annuities.

Investment professionals and investors alike
often rely on long-term historical rates of return
to project future returns. Most financial plans
rely on such numbers for calculating retirement
savings needs and spending ability. Typically
such a hypothesis would seem to be an
acceptable “best guess.”

It is often hard for investors to quantify how
much they did not make by pursuing alternative
strategies versus maintaining a portfolio of
directly-owned high-quality common stocks as
we advocate. Please see the enclosed exhibit
that may help shed some light on the
comparisons.

Although the stock market is believed to have a
perpetual upward trend mirroring an evergrowing economy, bond interest rates tend to
be cyclical, with about a 30-year period from
peak to trough before rising again. When at a
turning point, as we seem to be now, long-term
average returns might be of little predictive
value.

-

-

Investment Strategy: The first page
summarizes common areas on which
investors might focus in order to reduce
portfolio risk and enhance potential returns.
In short, the first page highlights some of
the investment strategies that we believe
have benefited our clients well.
Investment Returns: The second page
quantifies the returns that potentially could
have been earned by hypothetical investors
pursuing various strategies since 1993.

That assumption, however, can fall short at
times.

So, there is one noteworthy caveat to the chart
on Page 2 of the exhibit which shows that bond
investors have earned, on average, 6.3%
annually. That average is the result of a
decades-long period of falling interest rates and
rising bond prices.
Yet, the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index
which provides that long-term average
currently yields just 2.4%.
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Paradoxically, the only way for current bond
owners to earn 6% rates would be if interest
rates continued to decline. This is because
bond values rise as interest rates fall. An
investor could only expect to earn 6% today on
2.4% paying bonds if he made up the difference
in capital appreciation.
While all outcomes are possible, many appear
to fall into the camp of a lottery-win type
probabilityand, so, are not ideal for
retirement planning purposes.
Therefore, for making projections, long-term
rates on equities would still seem to be a best
guess. In contrast, for fixed-income
investments, current rates might be most
appropriate, and, perhaps, even a bit optimistic.

Pursing his life-long interest in portfolio
management, Bob has written on portfolio
strategy and risk management for Barron’s
Financial Weekly and the New York Times
Regional Newspapers. With a weekly
investment column in the Sarasota Herald
Tribune and lecturer on investing, Bob is a
highly regarded authority on the subject.
From the man who developed the three
dimensional software that allowed color
television picture tubes to be optimized, we
expect that Bob will vividly enhance our
mathematical understanding of portfolio risk.
*****
Thank you, and we wish you an enjoyable fall.
Most sincerely,

A New Dow Wealth Management Colleague:
Robert Stepleman, Ph.D.
I am pleased to announce that
Dr. Robert Stepleman has joined
Dow Wealth Management.
Bob has a rich academic and professional
career. A Ph.D. in mathematics, he was
instrumental in the physics behind the
refinement of color television while working at
RCA’s research laboratory. His 20-year career
at Exxon Research and Engineering Company
included a patent in solar technology.

Russell B. Dow, J.D.
President & Senior Portfolio Manager

This paper represents the general economic overviews of
Russell Dow, Dow Wealth Management, LLC, and does not
constitute investment advice, nor should it be considered predictive
of any future market performance.
Any securities mentioned are for illustrative purposes only and are
not recommendations to buy, sell, or hold such issues.
©2013 Dow Wealth Management, LLC
DW1/DWA0147
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STRATEGIC INVESTMENT PRINCIPLES TO MAXIMIZE PORTFOLIO RETURN
TYPICAL PORTFOLIO
ASSET ALLOCATION

OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE
PORTFOLIO POTENTIAL RETURN

DOW WEALTH MANAGEMENT
APPROACH

Portfolio Loss
The types of securities owned
expose the portfolio to a risk of
an irrecoverable loss of principal
and/or erosion of its purchasing
power.

Cash
Bank CDs

2 Unfavorable Asset Class

Bonds
Bond Variable Annuities

3 Poor Security Performance

4 Ineﬃcient Portfolio Design

Stocks
Equity Variable Annuities

EQUITY

Own Securities Directly
Avoid the market inefficiencies of
product investing and potentially
reduce tax liabilities by using
private separately-managed
accounts.

The use of investment products
(such as mutual funds and variable
annuities) and certain portfolio
strategies result in high operating
costs and unnecessary taxes.

Equity Mutual Funds

Significantly increased
allocation to equity:

Direct Investments
in
High-Quality Stocks
of
Growth Companies

Total Return Investing
Dow uses an academically-based
investment approach to identify
high-quality, growth-oriented
companies.

The securities held within each
asset class have limited return
potential.

EQUITY
40%

High-Quality, Short-Term
Fixed-Income Securities

Portfolio Asset Class Optimization
By reducing the risk of an
irrecoverable portfolio loss through
portfolio strategy and security
selection, a greater allocation to
the potentially higher return equity
asset class may be achievable.

Allocation
Total return potential is limited
by a large weighting in low-return
asset classes.

Bond Mutual Funds

DEBT

Portfolio Safety
• Minimize the risk of a permanent
loss of principal by owning
predominantly high-quality
securities.
• Hedge against inﬂation with
equity holdings and short-term,
fixed-income assets.

1 Risk of an Irrecoverable

DEBT
60%

DOW WEALTH
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

INTENDED RESULTS • Protect the portfolio against an irrecoverable loss of principal • Protect its purchasing power with a hedge against inﬂation
• Improve the portfolio’s total potential return by careful selection of the underlying assets owned • Be operationally- and tax-eﬃcient

EXAMPLE: $500,000 INVESTED 1993-2012
TYPICAL
PORTFOLIO ASSET
ALLOCATION

DEBT
60%

EQUITY
40%

CURRENT INVESTMENT
VEHICLE

EXPECTED
RATE OF
RETURN

Bonds—Directly-Owned

6.34%

Mutual Funds—Bonds

5.12%

Variable Annuities—Bonds

4.01%

Variable Annuities—Stocks

6.19%

Mutual Funds—Stocks

6.98%

Stocks—Directly-Owned

8.22%

EXPECTED
TOTAL RETURN ON $500k
OVER 20 YEARS

$823k

$1.1m

$1.5m

HIGH-QUALITY
DIRECT EQUITY
STRATEGY

By concentrating
on High-Quality
Securities

EQUITY
100%
$2,700,000

RATE OF RETURN SOURCES:
Bonds—Directly-Owned: Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index
Mutual Funds—Bonds: Thomson Reuters: Thomson US All Fixed Income—Mutual Funds
Variable Annuities—Bonds: Thomson Reuters: Thomson US All Fixed Income—Variable Annuities
Variable Annuities—Stocks: Thomson Reuters: Thomson US All Equity—Variable Annuities
Mutual Funds—Stocks: Thomson Reuters: Thomson US All Equity—Mutual Funds
Stocks—Directly Owned: Standard & Poor’s 500 Composite Total Return Index
High-Quality Stocks: Dow Jones Industrial Total Return Index. Average compound annual return: 9.64% (1993–2012)
20-year (ended 12/31/2012) compound annual returns
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Barclays U.S. Aggregate Index is an index comprised of approximately
6,000 publicly traded bonds including U.S. government, mortgage-backed, corporate and Yankee bonds with an average
maturity of approximately 10 years. The S&P 500 Index is a broad market index of 500 stocks and is a proxy for a
portfolio of average quality stocks. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is an index of 30 stocks and is a proxy for
high-quality stocks.
Allocations are for illustrative purposes only. Past investment performance is not indicative of future results.
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